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International Students’ Activities    
 
 
 
 
(International Student are Dancing Baris Dance at The Temple) 
 
 
 
  
(First meeting/ greet and meet/orientation)  
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(On-Campus Puppet Painting Class)  
  
  
 
 
  
  
(On-Campus Leather Carving Class)  
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(On-Campus Batik Arts Class)  
  
 
  
 
  
  
  
 
  
  
(On-Campus Balinese Dance Class)  
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(On-Campus Balinese Music Class)  
  
  
  
(On-Campus Shadow Puppet Class)  
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(Off-Campus Filed Study/Field Trip)  
  
  
 
  
(Off-Campus Filed Study/Field Trip – Rural Activity)  
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(Off-Campus Filed Study/Field Trip – Egg Painting Workshop)  
  
 
  
 
  
(Off-Campus Filed Study/Field Trip – Balinese Cuisine Workshop)  
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(Off-Campus Filed Study/Field Trip – Wax Carving Workshop)  
  
 
(Off-Campus Filed Study/Field Trip –Balinese Ritual Offering Workshop)  
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(Outing for Bahasa Indonesia Class at The Bali  Museum ) 
 
 
 
 
 
(outing class at the Market ) 
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(Exam for Dance Class in International Class/ Shcolarship :  Darmasiswa of Republic of Indonesia) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Practising before Performance) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Practising before Performance ) 
